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Back of the book
Palpitation
London calling

There are many things you can
do to a certain section of upper
middle class urban India. You
can swear at their family, you
can burn down their house, you
can kidnap their kids but you
cannot, under any circumstance,
tell them that they don’t know
London. They will erupt. 

Certain rituals are carried out
when travelling to London: 
a) British Airways invariably
loses bags. 
b) Someone is served a
“vegetarian Hindu meal” on the
flight and an argument ensues
(no one, except for European

aviation caterers, know what a 
“vegetarian Hindu meal” is,
especially vegetarian Hindus).
Usually, it involves being 
served cat faeces-shaped dry
beans so that the “vegetarian
Hindu” looks wistfully at the
person next to them enjoying a
lamb chop). 
c) NRIs take visiting Indians to a
Shah Rukh Khan film or a
Bollywood dance party filled
with other Indians. 
d) Neighbours and friends from
Indian cities bump into each
other on Oxford Street and 
seem shocked. 
e) Nightclubs, Lords, Selfridges,
restaurants etc are packed with
Russians, Saudis and us while
authentic English people stay
home, eating chicken tikka
masala and watching Slumdog
Millionaire, which is today’s
authentic English experience.

Two sorts of London exist in
the mind of urban India. The
sixties generation who studied in
London are today a large part of
India’s business and political

elite. They say things like “chop
chop”, instead of “quickly”, or
“nibbles” instead of snacks.
They drink sherry and invite
friendsto dinner parties where
cutlery fans out like angel wings
on either side of a bone china
plate. The second generation is
new money. They gambe at Park
Lane, own flats in Hyde Park and
say things like “Wickid, yeah?”
Yeah acts as noun, verb and
adjective in their dialect.

There is a rivalry between
these two sets because
aristocratic India still thinks
people in London wear cravats
and say “old chap” (which hasn’t
happened since Oscar Wilde
died) and new India can’t
recognise that London. They
know martinis at Sanderson
Hotel or hip noodles at
Wagamamas. I once heard a
New India Mumbaikar tell a
colonial one, “London has the
best all-night kebabs,” to which
the response was, “Have you
ever been there, son? Sunday
roast in the pub, that’s London.”

A recent conversation I
overheard went like this.
“Heathrow is so confusing,” said
one. “British Airways lost my
bags again.” “I was in London
yesterday, man,” said another,
ignoring what had previously
been said. “I go to London twice a
week,” said a third, ignoring the
first two and adding, “The visa
lines are getting longer.” “I was
there this morning,” said a
fourth, adding, “I go so often,
everyone knows me at
immigration.” “Why don’t you
get a biometric eye scan?”
someone challenged. “You can’t
get biometric just like that,”
scoffed the friend of British
immigration. “Yes, you can,”
defended the eye scan proposer.
“You must not go to London that
often,” he surmised. Naturally, a
fight broke out with someone
shouting, “Biometric!
Biometric!” and another saying,
“You don’t know London airport,
man! I do!” I almost expected
someone to pipe up and say, “I
am in London right now.”

Anuvab Pal

Morparia
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